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This policy was updated in August 2019. 

The policy will be reviewed and updated every three years. 

Trustee with responsibility – Lesley Carrington, Quality of Education Team 
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Rationale  
At the Treehouse School we understand that Information Communication Technology (ICT) 

develops rapidly and is used widely in our society.  This policy reflects the school values and 

philosophy in relation to the teaching and learning of and with ICT.  It should be read alongside our 

E-Safety Policy. 

This document is intended for: 

• All teaching staff; 
• All volunteers; 
• Trustees; 
• Parents; 
• Inspection teams. 

 
Introduction 
Information and Communications Technology prepares pupils to participate in a rapidly changing 
world in which work and other activities are increasingly transformed by access to varied and 
developing technology.  
 
We recognise that Information and Communications Technology is an important tool in both the 
society we live in and in the process of teaching and learning. Pupils use ICT tools alongside other 
resources to find, explore, analyse, exchange and present information responsibly and creatively. 
They learn how to employ ICT to enable rapid access to ideas and experiences from a wide range 
of sources.  
 
Our vision is for all teachers and learners in our school to become confident users of ICT so that 
they can develop the skills, knowledge and understanding which enables them to use appropriate 
ICT resources effectively and appropriately. 
 
Aims 
• To enable children to become autonomous, safe, independent users of ICT, gaining confidence 

and enjoyment from their ICT activities; 
• To use ICT as a tool to support teaching, learning and management across the curriculum; 
• To provide children with opportunities to develop their ICT capabilities in all areas of their 

development and learning; 
• To ensure ICT is used, when appropriate, to improve access to learning for pupils with a diverse 

range of individual needs, including those with SEN and disabilities; 
• To maximise the use of ICT in developing and maintaining links with other schools, the local, 

national and global community.   
 
Objectives 
In order to develop children’s skills, we need to ensure: 

• that all children have access to a range of ICT resources; 
• that all children understand how to remain safe whilst accessing the Internet; 
• that ICT experiences are focused to enhance learning; 
• that cross curricular links are exploited where appropriate; 
• that children’s experiences are monitored and evaluated; 
• that resources are used to their full extent; 

• that resources and equipment are kept up to date as much as possible; 
• that staff skills and knowledge are kept up to date. 
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Organisation 
Laptops and an Ipad are available for children to use under guidance during sessions such as 
‘Choice and Challenge,’ as one of a wide range of tools and resources designed to encourage 
creativity.  Specific ICT lessons are given to children of all ages which focus on the development of 
particular skills and knowledge including the use of email and how to access the internet.  There is 
a strong emphasis on how children can retrieve information safely and responsibly. 
A digital projector is used as a teaching resource for the whole school. 
 
Teaching & Learning 
Teachers’ planning is differentiated to meet the range of needs of the group including those 
children who may need extra support.  A wide range of strategies are employed to ensure all 
children are sufficiently challenged including: 
• providing opportunities for children to work individually, in pairs or in small groups; 
• working at a different pace/level; 
• working in ability and mixed ability groups; 
• providing different levels of input and support; 
• expecting different outcomes from children at different stages of their development. 
 
We are keen to involve parents in the teaching and learning of relevant ICT skills so that they can 
support their children and the work of the school. 
 
Internet Safety 
Internet access is planned to enrich and extend learning activities.  The school has acknowledged 
the need to ensure that all pupils are responsible and safe users of the Internet and other 
communication technologies. An internet access policy has been drawn up to protect all parties and 
responsible use is discussed with the children.   This policy forms ‘Appendix A’ of this policy. 
 
Although the school offers a safe online environment through filtered Internet access, we recognise 
the importance of teaching our children about online safety and their responsibilities when using 
communication technology (see E-safety Policy) 
 
Assessment 
Close monitoring by staff enables ongoing assessment in this area.  Children’s progress is reported 
to parents during their ‘Focus Child’ week. 
 
Roles & Responsibilities 
The overall responsibility for the use of ICT rests with the senior management of the school. The 
Head, in consultation with staff: 
• determines the ways ICT should support, enrich and extend the children’s work; 
• decides the provision and allocation of resources; 
• decides ways in which developments can be assessed, and records maintained; 
• ensures that ICT is used in a way to achieve the aims and objectives of the school; 
• ensures that there is an ICT and E-Safety policy; 
• provides or organises training to keep staff skills and knowledge up to date; 
• advises colleagues about effective teaching strategies, managing equipment and purchasing 

resources. 
 

Health & Safety 
All ICT equipment will comply with Health & Safety requirements. 
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Home/School links 
Children are occasionally given tasks to complete using ICT out of school. Staff are sensitive to the 
fact that children may not have access to ICT or have parents who may not wish their children to 
use technology to complete tasks out of school.  Older children will have school email addresses for 
sending and receiving information to each other and staff. 
 
Emails are widely used as the first point of contact between parents and staff.  Our school website 
promotes the school’s achievements as well as providing information and communication between 
the school, parents and the local community. 
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Appendix A 
Treehouse School Internet Policy 

 
Rationale 
The Treehouse School Internet Policy was developed and agreed by the whole staff and has the full 
agreement of the Trustees. The policy was developed from the National Grid for Learning policy and 
government guidance.  The policy was approved at a meeting of the Trustees. 
 
Purpose 
The purpose of Internet use in school is to: help raise educational standards; to promote pupil 
achievement; and to support the professional work of staff and management. Internet access is an 
entitlement for students who show a responsible and mature attitude.  
 
Benefits 
The Internet provides: 
• access to world-wide educational resources including museums and art galleries; 
• educational and cultural exchanges between pupils world-wide; 
• access to professional bodies and experts in many fields for pupils and staff. 
 
Internet Content 
The school Internet access will be designed expressly for pupil use and will include filtering provided 
by the service provider and be appropriate to the age of pupils.  Pupils will be taught what is 
acceptable and what is not acceptable, and be given clear objectives regarding Internet use. Staff 
should guide pupils on-line activities that support the learning outcomes planned for the pupils’ age 
and maturity. Pupils will be educated in the effective use of the Internet in research, including the 
skills of knowledge location and retrieval. 
 
The school will, where possible, ensure that the use of Internet derived materials by staff and by 
pupils complies with copyright law. Pupils should be taught to be critically aware of the materials they 
read and learn how to validate information before accepting its accuracy.  
 
Safeguards 
If staff or pupils discover unsuitable sites the URL (address) and content is reported to the E-safety 
co-ordinator and Trustee with responsibility for ICT. 
 
E-mail 
Pupils may only use the approved e-mail accounts set up for them. Pupils must immediately tell a 
teacher if they receive offensive e-mails. This information will be recorded on the E-safety incident 
form and the appropriate action taken.  Pupils must not reveal personal details of themselves or 
others, such as address or telephone number, or arrange to meet anyone in e-mail communication.  
 
School Web Site  
The point of contact on the Website should be the school address, school e-mail and telephone 
number.  Staff or pupils’ home information is not published. Photographic images of individual pupils 
are only used on the website where parental consent has been given.  Names of pupils are  not 
included anywhere on the website.  Children’s work will only be identified by age.  The school will 
keep a record of all pupils who do not have consent for use of their work or photographs on the 
school website. 
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Chatrooms 
Pupils are not allowed to access public or unregulated chat rooms. Children should use only regulated 
educational chat environments where an educational benefit has been established.  If this is the case, 
children will always be supervised and the importance of chat room safety emphasised. News groups 
will not be made available unless an educational requirement for their use has been demonstrated.  
 
Emerging Internet uses  
Emerging technologies will be examined for educational benefit and a risk assessment will be carried 
out before use in school is allowed. Pupils will not be allowed mobile phones during school time. Any 
mobile phones brought inadvertently into school will be kept in the school office during the school 
day. The sending of abusive or inappropriate text messages is forbidden. 
 
Internet access authorisation 
The school allows Internet access to all staff and pupils.  All pupils are asked to sign an acceptable 
user agreement (see E-Safety Policy).  
 
Inappropriate Material 
In common with other media such as magazines, books and video, some material available via the 
Internet is unsuitable for pupils.  The school will take all reasonable precautions to ensure that users 
access only appropriate material.  However, due to the international scale and linked nature of 
Internet content, it is not possible to guarantee that unsuitable material will never appear on a school 
computer.  Neither the school nor Trustees can accept liability for the material accessed, or any 
consequences of Internet access.   The use of computer systems without permission or for 
inappropriate purposes could constitute a criminal offence under the Computer Misuse Act 1990. 
Methods to identify, assess and minimize risks will be reviewed regularly. 
 
Introduction of the policy to pupils 
Regular lessons and discussions on responsible Internet use will be taught for both school and home 
use. This will introduce and/or re-emphasise the school Internet access agreement and Internet 
access rules. Pupils will be informed that Internet use will be monitored. Instruction in responsible 
and safe use should precede any Internet access.  (See E-Safety Policy). 
 
Staff 
All staff must accept the terms of the ‘Responsible Internet Use’ statement before using any Internet 
resource in school. All staff including teachers, student teachers, volunteers and trustees, will have 
access to the School Internet Policy, and its importance explained.  Discretion and professional 
conduct is essential.   
 
ICT system security 
The school ICT systems will be reviewed regularly with regard to security by the Trustee with 
responsibility for E-Safety and any DfE guidance will be adopted. The use of data sticks and any other 
data recordable devices, except by staff or with their expressed agreement, will not be allowed.  
Unapproved system utilities and executable files will be blocked in pupils’ work areas by the Active 
Directory environment. Files held on the School’s network are automatically updated and securely 
saved to ensure back-ups are available. 
 
Complaints  
Responsibility for handling incidents will be delegated to a senior member of staff. Any complaint 
about staff misuse must be referred to the Head Teacher. Parents will be informed should a pupil 
misuse the Internet.  
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Parents 
Parents’ attention will be drawn to the School Internet and E-Safety Policy in newsletters, assemblies, 
at new parent meetings and on the school Website. Where appropriate, and to ensure continuity and 
safety, they will be encouraged to implement school systems at home.  Internet issues will be handled 
sensitively to inform parents without undue alarm. A resource of relevant information from 
organisations such as BECTa, PIN, and NCH Action for Children will be maintained and parents will 
be referred to these when necessary. Further Information and support for parents can be found at 
http://www.parentscentre.gov.uk/  
  

 


